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ABSTRACT

An efficient algorithm is developed that identifies all
independencies implied by the topology of a Baye-
sian network. Its correctness and maximality stems
from the soundness and completeness of d-
separation with respect to probability theory. The al-
gorithm runs in time O ( I E I ) where E is the number
of edges in the network.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bayesian networks encode properties of a probabili-
ty distribution using directed acycIic graphs (dags).
Their usage is spread among many disciplines such
as: Artificial Intelligence [Pearl 1988], Decision
Analysis [Howard and Matheson 1981; Shachter
1988], Economics [Wold 1964), Genetics [Wright
1934], Philosophy [Glymour et al. 1987] and Statis-
tics [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1988; Smith 1987].
A Bayesian network is a pair (D, P) where D is a
dag and P is a probability distribution called the
underlying distribution. Each node i in D
corresponds to a variable Xi in P, a set of nodes 1
correspond to to a set of variables Xt and xi,xt
denotes values drawn from the domain of Xi and
from the (cross product) domain of Xt, respective-
ly.(t) Each node in the network is regarded as a
storage cell for the distribution P (xi I x~(i)) where
X~(i) is a set of variables that correspond to the
parent nodes ~(i) of i. The underlying distribution
represented by a Bayesian network is composed via
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(1) Note that bolds letters denote sets of variables.

P(xl,’",x^)=t]P(xi I xn(i)),    (1)
i~l

(when i has no parents, then Xr:0) = ~). The role of
a Bayesian network is to record a state of knowledge
P, to provide means for updating the knowledge as
new information is accumulated and to facilitate
query answering mechanisms for knowledge re-
trieval [Lauritzen and SpiegelhaIter 1988; Pearl
1988]. A standard query for a Bayesian network is to
find the posterior distribution of a hypothesis vari-
able X~, given an evidence set Xj =xy i.e., to com-
pute P (xt I x j) for each value of Xt and for a given
combination of values of X j. The answer to such
queries can, in principle, be computed directly from
equation (1) because this equation defines a full pro-
bability distribution. However, treating the underly-
ing distribution as a large table instead of a composi-
tion of several small ones, might be very ~efficient
both in time and space requirements, unless we ex-
ploit independence relationships encoded in the net-
work. To better understand the improvements and
limitations that more efficient algorithms can
achieve, the following two problems must be exam-
ined: Given a variable X~, a Bayesian network D
and the task of computing P(xt I x j); determine,
without resorting to numeric calculations: 1) wheth-
er the answer to the query is sensitive to the value of
X~, and 2) whether the answer to the query is sensi-
tive to the parameters p~ =P(x~ Ix~t(~)) stored at
node k. The answer to both questions can be given
in terms of conditional independence. The value of
X~    does not affect this query if
P (xi I X j) = P (xi I.rj, xl~) for all values ofxi, Xk and
x j, or equivalently, if Xi and X~ are conditionally
independent given X], denoted by I (Xi, X.t, XI~)t,.
Similarly, whether the parameters p~ stored at node
k would not affect the query P(xl I X j) alSO reduces
to a simple test of conditional independence,
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I (Xi, X~t, ~tt~), where ~ is a (dummy) parent node of
Xk representing the possible values ofp~.

The main contribution of this paper is the
development of an efficient algorithm that detects
these independencies directly from the topology of
the network, by merely examining the paths along
which i, k and J are connected. The proposed algo-
rithm is based on a graphical criteria, called d-
separation, that associates the topology of the net-
work to independencies encoded in the underlying
distribution. The main property of d-separation is
that it detects only genuine independencies of the
underlying distribution [Verma and Pearl 1988] be
sharpened to reveal additional independencies
[Geiger and Pearl 1988]. and that it can not A
second contribution of the paper is providing a
unified approach to the solution of two distinct prob-
lems: sensitivity to parameter values and sensitivity
to variable instantiations.

2. SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS OF
d -SEPARATION

In this section we review the definition of d-
separation; a graphical criteria that identifies condi-
tional independencies in Bayesian networks. This
criteria is both sound and complete (maximal) i.e., it
identifies only independencies that hold in every dis-
tribution having the form (1), and all such indepen-
dencies. A preliminary definition is needed.

Definition: A trail in a dag is a sequence of links
that form a path in the underlying undirected graph.
A node 13 is called a head-to-head node with respect
to a trail t if there are two consecutive links ct ---> 1~
and I~ <-- 7 on t. (note that nodes that start and end a
trail t are not head-to-head nodes wrt to t).

Definition [Pearl 1988]: If J, K, and L are three
disjoint subsets of nodes in a dag D, then L is said
to d-separate J from K, denoted I(J,L,K)o, iff
there is no trail t between a node in J and a node in
K along which (1) every head-to-head node (wrt t)
either is or has a descendent in L and (2) every node
that delivers an arrow along ~ is outside L. A trail
satisfying the two conditions above is said to be ac-

tive, other~vise it is said to be blocked (by L),

Figure 1

In Figure 1, for example, J= {n4} and K ={n3} are
d-separated by L = {n2}; the path n4 ~-- n2 --> n3 is
blocked by n2 ~ L while the path n4 --> n5 <-- n3 is
blocked because n5 and all its descendents are out-
side L. Thus l(n4, n2, n3)O holds in D. However,
J and K are not d-separated by L’= {n2, nr} be-
cause the path n4--~ ns<--n3 is rendered active:
learning the value of the consequence rt6, renders its
causes n3 and n4 dependent, like opening a pathway
along the converging arrows at ns. Consequently,
l(n,~, {n2,nr},n3)o does not hold in D.

Note that in principle, to check whether L d-
separates J and K, the definition requires an exami-
nation of all trails connecting a node in J and a node
in K, including trails that form a cycle in the under-
lying undirected graph. For example, in Figure 1, to
check whether J = {nl} and K = {nT} are d-
separated by L = {n6] would require checking trails
such as n1, n4, n5, n3, n2, n4, ns, n7, and many oth-
ers. The next lemma shows that a trail that forms a
(undirected) loop need not be examined because
whenever there is an active trail with a loop there is
an active simple trail as well, i.e. a trail that forms no
cycles in the underling undirected graph. In the pre-
vious example, the trail n l, n4, n5 and n7 is the sim-
ple active trail (by {nr}), guaranteed by Lemma 1.
The proof of lemma 1, which requires only the
definition of d-separation, can be found in [Geiger at
al. 1988].
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Lemma I: Let L be a set of nodes in a dag D, and
let ~t, [~ ~ L be two additional nodes of D. Then
and ~ are connected via an active trail (by L) iff
and 13 are connected via a simple active trail (by L ).

Definition: If X.,, Xx, and XL are three disjoint
subsets of variables of a distribution P, then X-t and
X x are said to be conditionally independent given
XL,     denoted     1 (X-t, XL, Xx-)p     iff
P(xj,xgl XL)=P(x-t I XL).P(xI~ I XL) for
possible values of X j, Xx and XL for which
P(xL) > O. /(X.t, Xt., Xx),~ is called a (condition-
al independence) statement.

The importance of d-separation stems from the
following theorem [Verma and Pearl 1988; Geiger
and Pearl 1988].

Theorem 2: Let PD = {PI (D,P) is a Bayesian
network }. Then,

I(J,L,K)o <--> I(X-t,Xt~,Xr)t, forallP ~ Pv

The "only if" part (soundness) states that whenever
l( J, L,K)o holds in D, it must represent an in-
dependency that holds in every underlying distribu-
tion. The "if" part (completeness) asserts that any
independency that is not detected by d-separation
cannot be shared by all distributions in P D and,
hence, cannot be revealed by non-numeric methods.

3. THE MAIN RESULTS

In this section we develop a linear time algorithm
for identifying the set of nodes K that are d-
separated from J by L. The soundness and com-
pleteness of d-separation guarantees that the set of
variables Xx corresponding to the set of nodes K is
the maximal set of variables that can be identified as
being independent of X-t give Xt., without resorting
to numerical calculations. The proposed algorithm
is a variant of the well known Breath First Search al-
gorithrn; it finds all nodes reachable from J through
an active trail (by L), hence the maximal set of
nodes K satisfying I(J,L,K)D. This task can be
viewed as an instance of a more general task of
finding a path in a directed graph for which some

specified pairs of links are restricted not to appear
consecutively. In this context, d-separation is
viewed as a specification for such restrictions, for
example, two links u ---> v, v --> w cannot appear
consecutively in an active trail unless v ~ L or v
has a descendent in L. The following notations are
employed: D =(V,E) is a directed graph (not
necessarily acyclic) where V is a set of nodes,
E ~ VxV is the set of (directed) links and
F ~ ExE is a list of pairs of adjacent links that can-
not appear consecutively (F-connotes fail). We say
that an ordered pair of links (el, ez) is legal iff
(e t, ez) z F, and that a path is legal iff every pair of
adjacent links on it is legal. We emphasize that by
"path" we mean a directed path, not a trail.

We propose a simple algorithm for the following
probIem: Given a finite directed graph D = (V, E ), a
subset F~ExE and a set of nodes J, find all
nodes reachable from J via a legal path in D. The
algorithm and its proof are a slight modification of
those found in Even [1979].

Algorithm 1

Input: A directed graph D = (V, E), a set of ille-
gal pairs of links F and a set of nodes J.

Output: A labeling of the nodes such that a node is
labeled with R (connoting "reachable") iff it
is reachable from J via a legal path.

Add a new node s to V and for each j ~ J,
add the link s ~ j to E and label them with
1. Label s and all j ~ J with R. Label all
other nodes and finks with "undefined."

(ii) i := 1

(iii) Find all unlabeled links v --> w adjacent to at
least one link u --)v labeled i, such that
(u --~ v, v --> w) is a legal pair. If no such
link exists, stop.

(iv) Label each link v --~ w found in Step (iii)
with i+1 and the corresponding node w with
R.

(v) i := i+1, Goto Step (iii).
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Algorithm

Input: A Bayesian network D = (V, E)
and two disjoint sets of nodes J
and L.

Data Structure: A listofincominglinks(in-list) for
each node v ~ V.

Output: A set of nodes K where
K = {~1 l(J,L,~)o}.

(i) Construct the following table:

_~true~ ifv is or has a descendent inL
descendent Iv] -[false otherwise

(ii) Construct a directed graph D’=(V,E’)
where
E"---E u {(u ---> v)l(v --> u) ~ E}

(iii) Using algorithm 1, find the set of all nodes K"
which have a legal path from J in D’, where a
pair of links (u --> v, v --> w) is legal iff
u ~ w and either 1) v is a head-to-head node
on the trail u--v--w in D and descendent[v ]
= true or 2) v is not a head-m-head node on
One wall u--v--w in D and v � Z.

(iv) K = V - (K" ~ J w L )

Return(K).

The correctness of this algorithm is established by
the following argument.

Lemma 4: For every node ot ~ J ~ L, ot is reach-
able from J via a legal trail in D’ iff there is an ac-
tive path by L from J to o~ in D.

Proof: For ~ J uL and Xo~ J, if (Xo-Xt ... ~)
is an active trail (by L) in D, then the directed path
(xo ~ x~ --> ... ~t) is a legal path in D’, and vise ver-
sa. (We have eliminated the case a ~ J t~ L for
technical convenience; the trail (x0 -x t ... c~) is not
active nor non-active because, by our definition, J,
L, and {~} must be disjoint. []

Theorem 5: The set K returned by the algorithm is
exactly { ct I 1 (J, L, coo }.

Proof: The set K’ constructed in Step (iii) contains
all nodes reachable from J via a legal path in D’.
Thus, by lemma 4, K’ contains all nodes not in
J u L that are reachable from J via an active trail
(by L) in D. However, l(J,L,~)o, holds iff
a ~ J t~ L and o~ is not reachable from J (by an ac-
tive path by L ), therefore, K = V - (K’ w J ~ L) is
exactly the set {~1 l (J , L, o0o }. []

Next, we show that the complexity of the algo-
rithm is O(IEI) we analyze the algorithm step by
step. The first step is implemented as follows: Ini-
tially mark all nodes of Z with true. Follow the in-
coming links of the nodes in Z to their parents and
then to their parents and so on. This way, each link
is examined at most once, hence the entire step re-
quires O ( I E I ) operations. The second step requires
the construction of a list for each node that specifies
all the links that emanate from v in D (out-list).
The in-list and the out-list completely and explicitly
specify the topology of D’. This step also requires
O ( I EI ) steps. Using the two lists the task of finding
a legal pair in step (iii) of algorithm 2 requires only
constant time; if ei =u-->v is labeled i then
depending upon the direction of u -v in D and
whether v is or has a descendent in Z, either all
links of the out-list of v, or all links of the in-list of
v, or both are selected. Thus, one operation per each
encounted link is performed. Hence, Step Off) re-
quires no more than 0 ( I E I ) operation which is
therefore the upper bound (assuming I E I _> I V I ) for
the entire algorithm.

The above algorithm can also be employed to
verify whether a specific statement I(J,L ,K)o holds
in a dag D. Simply find the set Km~x of all nodes
that are d-separated from J given L and observe that
I(J,L,K)o holds in D iff K ~ Km~~. In fact, for
this task, algorithm 2 can slightly be improved by
f~rcing termination once the condition K _~Kmax
has been detected. Lauritzen at al [1988] have re-
cently proposed another algorithm for the same task.
Their algorithm consists of the following steps.
First, form a dag D’ by removing from D all nodes
which are not ancestors of any node in J t~ K ~ L
(and removing their incident links). Second, form an
undirected graph G, called the moral graph, by
stripping the directionality of the links of D’ and
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Algorithm 2

Input: A Bayesian network D =(V,E)
and two disjoint sets of nodes J
and L.

Data Structure: A list of incoming links (in-list) for
each node v ~ V.

Output: A set of nodes K where
K = (o~i I(J,L,a)D}.

(i) Construct the following table:

f true ifv is or has a descendent inL
descendent [v ] = false otherwise

(ii) Construct a directed graph D" =(V,E’)
where
E’ =E u [(u ~v)l(v ~u)~ E}

(~i) Using algorithm 1, find the set of all nodes K’
which have a legal path from J in D’, where a
pair of links (u--> v, v-~ w) is legal iff
u, w and either 1) v is a head-to-head node
on the trail u--v--w in D and descendent[v ]
= tree or 2) v is not a head-to-head node on
the trail u--v--w in D and v ~ Z.

(iv) K =V-(K" ~J uL)

Return(K).

The correctness of this algorithm is established by
the following argument.

Lemma 4: For every node ~t ~ J u L, ~x is reach-
able from J via a legal trail in D’ iff there is an ac-
tive path by L from J to o~ in D.

Proof: For o~ J uL and Xo~ J, if (Xo-Xl ... ~x)
is an active trail (by L) in D, then the directed path
(x 0 "-~ x 1 ---> ... ct) is a legal path in D’, and vise ver-
sa. (We have eliminated the case o~ a J ~ L for
technical convenience; the trail (Xo-X~ ... oO is not
active nor non-active because, by our definition, J,
L, and {~x} must be disjoint. []

Theorem 5: The set K returned by the algorithm is
exactly { a i I (J, L, coo }.

Proof: The set K" constructed in Step (iii) contains
all nodes reachable from J via a legal path in D’.
Thus, by lemma 4, K’ contains all nodes not in
J ~ L that are reachable from J via an active trail
(by L) in D. However, I(J,L, ~t)D, holds iff
o~ ~ J ~ L and ct is not reachable from J (by an ac-
tive path by L), therefore, K = V - (K" u J ~ L) is
exactly the set { a I I (J, L, tx)o }. []

Next, we show that the complexity of the algo-
rithm is O (IEI) we analyze the algorithm step by
step. The first step is implemented as follows: Ini-
tially mark all nodes of Z with true. Follow the in-
coming links of the nodes in Z to their parents and
then to their parents and so on. This way, each link
is examined at most once, hence the entire step re-
quires O (IEI) operations. The second step requires
the construction of a list for each node that specifies
all the links that emanate from v in D (out-list).
The in-list and the out-list completely and explicitly
specify the topology of D’. This step also requires
O ( I E I ) steps. Using the two lists the task of finding
a legal pair in step (iii) of algorithm 2 requires only
constant time; if ei =u-~ v is labeled i then
depending upon the direction of u -v in D and
whether v is or has a descendent in Z, either all
links of the out-list of v, or all links of the in-list of
v, or both are selected. Thus, a constant number of
operations per encountered link is performed.
Hence, Step (iii) requires no more than O (IEI)
operation which is therefore the upper bound (as-
suming t E I > I V I ) for the entire algorithm.

The above algorithm can also be employed to
verify whether a specific statement 1 (J,L ,K )o holds
in a dag D. Simply find the set Kin,x of all nodes
that are d-separated from J given L and observe that
I(J,L,K)t~ holds in D iff K _~ Kmax. In fact, for
this task, algorithm 2 can slightIy be improved by
forcing termination once the condition K ~Km~x
has been detected. Lauritzen at al [1988] have re-
cently proposed another algorithm for the same task.
Their algorithm consists of the following steps.
First, form a dag D’ by removing from D all nodes
which are not ancestors of any node in J ~ K ~ L
(and removing their incident links). Second, form an
undirected graph G, called the moral graph, by
stripping the directionality of the links of D’ and
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connecting any two nodes that have a common child
(in D’) which is or has a descendent in L. Third,
they show that 1 (J, L, K)D holds iff all (undirected)
paths between J and K in G are intercepted by L.

The complexity of the moral graph algorithm is
O ( I V 12) because the moral graph G may contain up
to I VI2 links. Hence, checking separation in G
could require O ( t V I 2) steps. Thus, our algorithm is
a moderate improvement as it only requires O(IEI)
steps. The gain is significant mainly in sparse graphs
where I EI = O(IVI ). We note that if the maximal
number of parents of each node is bounded by a con-
stant, then the two algorithms achieve the same
asymptotic behavior i.e, linear in ~EI. On the other
hand, when the task is to find all nodes d-separated
from J by L (not merely validating a given indepen-
dence), then a brute force application of the moral
graph algorithm requires O (I VI 3) steps, because for
each node not in J t~ L the algorithm must construct
a new moral graph. Hence, for this task, our algo-
rithm offers a considerable improvement,

The inference engine of Bayesian networks has
also been used for decision analysis; an analyst con-
suits an expert to elicit information about a decision
problem, formulates the appropriate network and
then by an automated sequence of graphical and pro-
babilistic manipulations an optimal decision is ob-
tained [Howard and Matheson 1981; Olmsted 1984;
Shachter 1988]. When such a network is constructed
it is important to determine the information needed
to answer a given query P(x~ Ixt~) (where {J } ~ L
is an arbitrary set of nodes in the network), because
some nodes might contain no relevant information to
the decision problem and eliciting their numerical
parameters is a waste of effort [Shachter 1988]. As-
suming that each node Xi stores the conditional dis-
tribution P (xilx,tci)), the task is to identify the set
M of nodes that must be consulted in the process of
computing P(x.t Ix/.) or, alternatively, the set of
nodes that can be assigned arbitrary conditional dis-
tributions without affecting the quantity P (X j IxL ).
The required set can be identified by the d-
separation criterion. We represent the parameters of
the distribution P (xi I Xn(i)) as a dummy parent Pi of
node i. This is clearly a legitimate representation
complying with the format of Eq. (1), since for every

node Xi, P(xi[Xn(i)) can also be written as
P(xi Ixpi(i)),pi), SO Pi can be regarded as a parent
of Xi. From Theorem 1, all dummy nodes that are
d-separated from J by L represent variables that are
conditionally independent of J given L and so, the
information stored in these nodes can be ignored.
Thus, the information required to compute
P(x.t Ixx) resides in the set of dummy nodes which
are not d-separated from J given L. Moreover, the
completeness of d-separation further implies that M
is minimal; no node in M can be exempted from
processing on purely topological grounds (i.e.,
without considering the numerical values of the pro-
babilities involved). The algorithm below summar-
izes these considerations:

Input:

Algorithm 3

A Bayesian network, two sets of nodes J
and L o

Output:

(ii)

A set of nodes M that contains sufficient in-
formation to compute P (x) I x t. )

Construct a dag D’ by augmenting D with a
dummy node v’ for every node v in D and
adding a link v’ --) v.

Use algorithm 2 to compute the set K" of
nodes not d-separated from J by L.

(iii) Let M be the set of all dummy nodes v’ that
are included in K’.

We conclude with an example. Consider the
network D of Figure 3 and a query P (x3).

D

Figure 3

The computation of P (x3) requires only to multiply
the matrices P(x3~xl) and P(xl) and to sum over
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the values of X1. These two matrices are stored at
the dummy nodes 1’ and 3’, which are the only dum-
my nodes not d-separated from node 3 (given 9).
Thus, algorithm 3 reveals the fact that the parame-
ters represented by node 2’ and 4’
(P (x2), P (x41 x 1, Xz) are not needed for the compu-
tation of P (x3). Note, however, that knowing the
value of X4 might influence the computation of
P (x3), because X3 and X4 could be dependent. The
value of X2, on the other hand, never affects this
computation because X2 is independent of X3. This
example shows that the question of whether a vari-
able influences the computation of a query and the
question of whether the parameters stored with that
variable influence the same query are two different
questions. Algorithm 3, by representing parameters
as dummy variables, solves the latter problem by
transforming it to an instance of the former.

Shachter was the first to address the problem of
identifying irrelevant parameters [Shachter 1988](3).

Our formulation provides several advantages. First,
we distinguish between sensitivity to variable instan-
tiations and sensitivity to parameter values, and the
algorithm we provide can be tailored to solve either
one of these problems. Shachter’s algorithm handles
the second problem and, therefore, it does not reveal
all the independencies that are implied by the topol-
ogy of the dag. For example, in Figure 3, Shachter’s
algorithm wottld correctly conclude that nodes 2 and
4 both contain no relevant information for the com-
putation of P(x3). Yet, X2 is independent of X
while X4 and X3 might be dependent, a distinction
not addressed in Shachter’s algorithm. Second, our
method is comprised of two components, 1) declara-
tive characterization of the independencies encoded
in the network (i.e., the d-separation the criterion)
and 2) procedural implementation of the criterion
defined in 1). This approach facilitates a clear proof
of the validity and maximality of the graphical
teflon, independent of the details of the algorithm,
followed by proofs of the algorithm’s correctness
and optimality ( it requires only O (IEI) steps). In
Shachter’s treatment the characterization of the
needed parameters is inseparable from the algorithm,

(3) Shachter also considers deterministic variables which
we treat in [Geiger at al. 1989].

hence, it is harder to establish proofs of correctness
and maximality.
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